Traditional approaches for action detection use trimmed data to learn sophisticated action detector models. Although these methods have achieved great success at detecting human actions, we argue that huge information is discarded when ignoring the process, through which this trimmed data is obtained. In this paper, we propose Action Search, a novel approach that mimics the way people annotate activities in video sequences. Using a Recurrent Neural Network, Action Search can efficiently explore a video and determine the time boundaries during which an action occurs. Experiments on the THUMOS14 dataset reveal that our model is not only able to explore the video efficiently but also accurately find human activities, outperforming stateof-the-art methods.
Introduction
We have recently seen an exponential growth in the number of videos uploaded online. For example, more than 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute. Many applications, such as video retrieval, video surveillance, and patient monitoring, require temporal action localization in long videos. Thus, it is crucial today with this high volume of video to develop approaches that efficiently process a video and accurately detect the human activities appearing in this video. This problem is widely known in the computer vision community as temporal action localization.
Traditional approaches that address the problem of temporal action localization rely on trimmed data to learn sophisticated models [5, 8, 18, 26, 28] . These methods have achieved great success at detecting human actions. However, despite the encouraging progress, the goal of accurate detection remains elusive to automated systems. One of the main drawback of current detection methods is that they discard the sequence of steps human annotators follow to produce the final video annotations, which are inherently the * Both authors contributed equally to this work. Author ordering determined by coin flip. only information from the annotation process used to train the detection models.
Consider the illustration in Figure 1 . It depicts the search process of a human finding the starting time of a Long Jump action in a video. The sequence of search steps reveals that the person can quickly find the activity and then smartly refine the beginning of the action. Since humans are remarkably good in finding activities in a video sequence, the process in which they tackle this task must be an efficient and informative search process. Therefore, inspired by human performance in this search task, we seek to develop a computational method that that mimics this human search process accurately, which we expect to lead to better and more efficient detection performance. As such, we introduce a new approach that focuses on learning to search for human activities by imitating the way human annotators do.
Contributions. (i) We propose Action Search, a novel approach that mimics the way humans annotate activities in untrimmed video sequences. It uses a Recurrent Neural Network to efficiently search for activities in a video and determine the time boundaries during which these activities occur. Action Search achieves state-of-the-art results on the THUMOS14 dataset [15] . (ii) To address the lack of data on the behavior of human annotators, we put forward action searches, a new dataset composed of the search histories of human annotators for the THUMOS14 dataset [15] .
Related Work
Datasets. Recognizing and localizing human activities in video often require an extensive collection of annotated data. In recent years, several datasets for temporal action localization have become available. For instance, Jiang et al. [15] introduce THUMOS14, a large-scale dataset of untrimmed video sequences that includes 20 different sports categories. At the same time, ActivityNet [4] establishes a large benchmark of long YouTube videos with 200 daily activities annotated. More recently, Sigurdsson et al. [29] release Charades, a novel video database of day-to-day indoors actions. All these three datasets use human annotators to label the starting and ending points of intended activities in a video. Although this generation of new datasets is opening new challenges in the field, all of them lack an important component: the sequence of steps the human annotator follows to produce the final annotation. In Section 3, we introduce the Action Searches dataset, which allows us to disrupt the current paradigm on how action datasets are structured/collected and how action detection models are trained.
Temporal Action Localization. A large number of works have successfully tackled the task of action recognition [21, 30, 33] and Spatio-temporal localization of actions [6, 11, 20, 24, 27, 31] . Here, we briefly review some of the most influential works on temporal action localization. Traditional methods for temporal action localization have relied on the sliding-window-plus-classifier combination to produce predictions about the temporal boundaries of an activity [7, 10, 14, 22] . Recently, a series of works have explored the idea of action proposals to reduce the computational complexity incurred by sliding window-based approaches. Notably, Shou et al. [28] introduce a carefully designed multi-stage system that can find regions of interest and classify these regions to produce the temporal action locations. Meanwhile, Caba Heilbron et al. [5] propose a sparse learning framework to rank temporal segments based on its similarity to training samples. In the same spirit, Escorcia et al. [8] produce action proposals by exploiting the efficacy of Recurrent Neural Networks. Another line of research includes language models [26] or action progression analysis [18] to produce action detections with high fidelity. More related to our work, Yeung et al. [35] introduce Frame Glimpses, a method to predict the temporal bounds of an action by observing very few frames in the videos. Using Reinforcement Learning, their method can learn a policy to smartly jump through the video. Our model avoids the subtleties of such policies by exploiting ground truth depicting how humans sequentially annotate activities in videos. To the best of our knowledge, no previous approach has used this kind of information for action localization.
Sequence Prediction. Recurrent Neural Networks and specifically Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Networks have successfully tackled several sequence prediction problems [2, 3, 12, 13] . For instance, Alahi et al. [2] introduce an LSTM based model to predict human motion trajectories in crowded scenes. Graves et al. [12] propose a recurrent model that learns to predict the next stroke for the task of on-line handwriting prediction. Inspired by these approaches, in Section 4, we introduce a novel Learningto-Search strategy, which recasts the problem of temporal action localization as a sequence prediction problem.
Learning to Search for Actions Like Humans Do
"It is good to have an end to journey toward, but it is the journey that matters in the end." -Ernest Hemingway
Searching for actions in videos is a task that humans can efficiently do. Seminal works in the study of the human visual attention [9, 19] have shown that humans are able to stand out from surrounding distractors when requested to search for a known target. However, current methods for automatic action search lack this ability. We argue that this inability lies on the fact that existing action detection models are trained without an intelligent mechanism of search. This is in part due to the limitations of existing datasets that only provide supervision about where the action is in the video, while ignoring the entire process followed by the annotator in finding the action. Figure 2 . Screen-shot of the human annotation tool used to gather the action searches dataset. Our user interface allows the human annotator to slide a time bar to the left or right to quickly search for the start and ending time respectively, as well as, jumping directly to any temporal point in the video.
To address the limitations of the existing datasets, we collected a novel dataset of action searches, which comprises 200 THUMOS14 videos [15] , where each video is annotated with the sequence of steps the annotator follows to define the temporal bounds of the action. We refer to such sequence of steps as the search history of the annotator. To collect the annotations, we rely on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers with at least 1, 000 accepted HITs. Low-quality annotations were easily filtered by comparing the final prediction of the annotator with the THU-MOS14 ground truth. Our user interface allowed the annotator to slide a time bar to the left or right to quickly search for starting and ending bounds of actions, as well as, jumping directly to any temporal location in the video. Figure  2 shows a snapshot of the human annotation tool used to gather the action searches dataset.
Our action searches dataset consists of a total of 1, 761 human annotations (search histories). Table 1 shows perclass statistics about action searches. Interestingly, human annotators find the activities in 6 jumps and define the starting and ending points in 22 steps. This translates into the observation of only 5% of the video. Figure 3 shows several examples of the collected data. With the release of action searches, we hope that new research opportunities can be enabled in the field of video understanding. Table 1 . Action Searches dataset annotation details. For each activity class, we count the number of collected search histories (# Histories), average number of steps over the collected search histories (# Steps), and the number of videos annotated (# Videos). 
Model
In this section, we provide details for the model architecture of Action Search, the approach employed for the training Action Search, the prediction process for the testing phase, as well as, some implementation details. Action Search determines the temporal boundaries of action locations in two stages: the Search Stage and the Classification and Filtering Stage. Figure 4 gives an overview of the main architecture of our approach.
Search Stage. The input to this stage is a sequence of the visual observations (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ), while the output is a sequence of temporal locations (f (X 1 ), f (X 2 ), . . . f (X n )) used in the search process. For a given video and at the i th step of the search stage, a 3D convolution visual encoder transforms a small video volume X i , extracted from the model's current temporal location in the video, to a feature vector v i . We choose a 3D convolution visual encoder over other types of encoders because 3D ConvNets encode motion, which has proven to be advantageous in action detection [30, 32] . The output of the visual encoder is passed to an LSTM search network. The LSTM search network takes three inputs (h i−1 , f (X i−1 ), v i ), where h i−1 is the LSTM state from the previous step, f (X i−1 ) is the temporal location outputted by the previous step (i.e. the model's current temporal location), and v i is the feature vector of the visual observation from this step. After consuming its inputs, the LSTM network outputs its updated state h i . This updated state is then transformed by a fully-connected layer to produce f (X i ), the next temporal location in the video that the search model will move to.
Classification and Filtering Stage. The input to this stage is the search sequence (f (X 1 ), f (X 2 ), . . . f (X n )) obtained from the search stage, while the output is a set of predictions for temporal bounds of the activities in the given video. From the search sequence, we generate a set of proposals P such that
where D is a set of activity duration priors that are precomputed from the validation videos and is activity classspecific. The set of proposals P is filtered using nonmaximum-suppression (NMS). Action Search then classifies each remaining proposal in the given video and ranks them by the classification score.
Learning to Search
We employ a multi-layer LSTM network in training Action Search to produce the search sequence. We train a separate LSTM network for each activity class. For a training video and at each step, the network consumes visual observation of its current temporal location, along with the temporal location of the previous step. Running for n steps, the network produces a search sequence (f (X 1 ), f (X 2 ), . . . f (X n )). Given a search sequence, (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ), of a human annotator for the same video from our action searches dataset, we compute the loss L as the average Huber loss at each step
where δ > 0. We choose mean Huber loss over the mean squared loss,
2 , because the latter tends to be dominated by outliers. Moreover, the Huber loss is convex and differentiable in a neighborhood of its minimum, giving it an advantage over the mean absolute loss,
Prediction
In the testing phase, Action Search uniformly samples a set of 24 random fixed-length segments from a given test video. We cross-validated the number of random fixedlength segments on the validation subset, and 24 gave the highest average recall of all the activity labels in a given video while maintaining a small number of segments. These 24 segments are then classified in order to obtain the top-k likely global class labels for the given test video. To reduce the computation time and complexity, Action Search then only runs the LSTM search models of these k activity classes to produce a set of temporal search sequences. These sequences are then aggregated and transformed into a set of proposals in the same manner described in the Classification and Filtering Stage section. Action Search filters the resulting set of proposals using NMS, and then classifies each of the remaining proposals. These proposals are then ranked based on their classification score, and finally, Action Search produces the activity temporal boundary predictions for the test video based on these ranked proposals.
Implementation Details
Although our pipeline is differentiable and can be trained end-to-end, we choose to fix the 3D convolution visual encoder and use precomputed C3D features. We also fix the classification part of our pipeline and use the S-CNN classifier introduced by Shou et al. [28] to classify the temporal locations of activities. For simplicity, we only train the multi-layer LSTM network in our pipeline.
For a more stable training process, we normalize the ground truth output search sequence in a per-class manner. Each LSTM network is trained using Adam optimizer [17] with an exponential learning rate decay. We unroll the LSTM for a fixed number of steps for the backpropagation computation during training. To regularize the multilayer LSTM network, we follow the Recurrent Neural Network dropout techniques introduced by Pham et al. [25] and Zaremba et al. [37] . We use k = 5 when choosing the topk global class labels of a test video during the prediction process (Section 4.2). We cross-validated this value of k using the validation subset of our dataset. Figure 6 shows the effects of the top-k parameter on the recall as a function of the number of proposals. Action Search code base is implemented using TensorFlow [1] .
Experiments
In this section, we show that our Action Search model is able to achieve state-of-the-art detection performance in THUMOS14 [15] , one of the most challenging datasets for temporal action localization. We first introduce our experimental protocol including a brief description of the dataset and metrics used. Then, we compare several variants of our approach and analyze the impact of the most important parameters. As an intermediary step, we compare the recall performance of Action Search against basic baseline models. Finally, we conduct a comparison against state-of-theart approaches and also present qualitative results depicting some success and failure cases of our model.
Experimental Settings
Dataset. We conduct our experiments using THU-MOS14 [15] , which is among the largest available annotated action detection datasets. This dataset contains 13, 320, 200 and 213 videos for training, validation and testing respectively. Given that the training set contains only trimmed videos, we use the validation set to train our model. Additionally, we augment our training set with the collected action searches described in Section 3.
Metrics. We compare our model against other approaches according to two main metrics, namely Recall and Mean Average Precision (mAP). To compute the recall, we consider a detection as a true positive if the temporal Intersection-over-Union (tIoU) is greater than 0.5. The mAP is computed using the official toolkit provided by THUMOS14 [15] .
Pre-processing. To reduce the training time and memory usage of our implementation, we reduce the dimensionality of the C3D features to a 500 dimensional vector using PCA. We collapse action searches that contain less than 8 search steps when training our model. We also discard searches that reach final temporal boundary predictions that have a tIoU less than 0.5 with the groundtruth temporal boundaries of the action. Baseline methods. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in terms of the recall metric, we consider two baseline models, UNIFORM and UNIFORM-PRIOR.
• UNIFORM: This model produces proposals by picking the proposal start time s randomly form a uniform distribution on the interval UNIFORM-PRIOR uses the same class-specific activity length priors that Action Search uses as described in the Classification and Filtering Stage in Section 4.
Cross Validation
In this section, we consider multiple variants of our approach and analyze the impact of two of the most important Action Search model parameters: the k value of the top-k global class labels selected for search and the NMS threshold value used for filtering the proposals. We study the effect of the different values of these two parameters on recall using our validation subset, as summarized in Figures 6 and  7 . We observe that choosing bigger k maximizes the ratio of true positives at the cost of introducing a large rate of false positives. To achieve a desirable ratio of true positives vs false positives, we fix k to 5 for all experiments in what fol- Table 2 . Results for state-of-the-art action detection methods on the THUMOS14 testing set. We report the performance using mAP at tIoU = α (mAP@α). Action Search is in the two top-performers over all tIoU thresholds.
lows. Similarly, we also observe that higher NMS threshold values increase the ratio of true positives but at the cost of allowing a larger number of false positives. We fix the NMS threshold to 0.6, which strikes a desirable tradeoff between high recall and a low false positive rate.
Recall Analysis
In Figure 5 , we compare Action Search against the UNI-FORM and UNIFORM-PRIOR models in terms of the recall for each activity class in THUMOS14 (or equivalently the detection performance if an ideal action classifier is used). The average recall of Action Search is higher than those of the two baseline models. Moreover, Action Search preforms significantly better in classes like Cricket Shot and Long Jump. Interestingly, these classes have average activity lengths that are short and their activity instances are sparsely distributed across the video duration. The two baseline models achieve their best performance on classes, such as Golf Swing, which have average activity lengths that are long and their activity instances cover most of the video. Table 2 compares Action Search against state-of-the-art detection approaches on the THUMOS14 testing set. Our model improves the action detection performance by 0.8%, while keeping an attractive computational cost. We achieve a significant improvement of 2.7% over Frame Glimpses [35] . We attribute this to the fact that our model is trained to imitate how humans search for activities instead of being left to learn and explore by itself, as is the case in Frame Glimpses [35] . When compared to S-CNN [28] , our model gains 0.8% mAP. This is an indication of the quality of the proposals generated by our method. In Figure 8 , we further compare the AP performance per class against the top two performers. Interestingly, our approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods in classes such as VolleyballSpiking, which contains instances with short durations as compared to the average length of a video.
Comparison Against State-of-the-Art Methods

Qualitative Results
Our model can find the starting temporal point of actions in most cases. Here, we provide some illustrative qualitative results. Figure 9 depicts 2 examples in which Action Search correctly retrieves an action and 1 example in which our approach fails at finding the starting time. We see that our model fails in some cases where it overshoots the action. In those cases, the model keeps exploring the video till the end without finding the action of interest.
Conclusion
We introduced Action Search a new learning model to imitate how people search for human activities in video sequences. We have introduced a new dataset called action searches to train our model. Our experimental analysis demonstrates that Action Searches produces reliable action detections when tested on one of the largest available datasets for action detection. We plan to release our action searches dataset to the vision community and expect that further works can extend the use of search processes for action detection.
